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--------------------------------------------------------------Abstract------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

In this paper, we have devoted our attention to the development of a block cipher, which involves a key matrix 

and a key bunch matrix. Here, we have used a function called Permute() for causing permutation of the binary 

bits of the plaintext, in each round of the iteration process. Here, the diffusion arising on account of the keys 

and the confusion caused by the permutation, both play a prominent role in strength ening the cipher. The 

cryptanalysis carried out in this investigation strongly indicates the strength of the cipher. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In a recent investigation [1], we have developed a block cipher, which includes a key matrix and a key 

bunch matrix. In this, the process of the encryption is supplemented with a function called Mix(), in which the 

binary bits of the plaintext are thoroughly mixed in each round of the iteration process. In this, we have made use 

of the modular arithmetic inverse of the key matrix, used in the Hill cipher [2], and the concept of the 

multiplicative inverse, which yields the decryption key bunch matrix, that is required in the decryption process. 

The strength of this cipher is found to be remarkable. The cryptanalysis shows very clearly, that this cipher 

cannot be broken by any general cryptanalytic attack.In the present paper, our objective is to develop another 

strong block cipher by using the basic ideas of the Hill cipher, and the basic ideas of the key bunch matrix [3-4]. 

Here we introduce a permutation process which shuffles the binary bits of a plaintext in each round of the 

iteration process. The details of the function Permute(), which describes the permutation process, are given later 

in section 2. Here, the strength of the cipher is expected to enhance, as the function Permute() is supporting the 

cipher.In what follows, we present the plan of the paper. In this, section 2 deals with the development of the 

cipher. Here, we have presented the flowcharts and the algorithms which indicate the development of the cipher. 

In section 3, we have put forth an illustration of the cipher and examined the avalanche effect, which stands as 

benchmark in respect of the strength of the cipher. Then we have discussed the cryptanalysis, in sect ion 4. 

Finally, in section 5, we have considered the computations carried out in this investigation, and have drawn out 

the conclusions from this analysis. 

 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIPHER  
Consider a plaintext. On using the EBCDIC code, we represent this in the form of a matrix, given by   

  P = [ ijp ], I = 1 to n, j=1 to n.                                (2.1) 

 Let us choose a key matrix K and an encryption key bunch matrix E in the form  

  K = [ ijk ], I = 1 to n, j=1 to n,                            (2.2) 

 and 

  E = [ ije ], i =1 to n, j=1 to n,                                  (2.3) 

 Here, we assume that the determinant of K is not equal to zero and it is an odd number. In view of this fact the 

modular arithmetic inverse of K can be obtained by using the relation  
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 IKK  256mod)( 1
                              (2.4) 

 

 On assuming that ije , the elements of the matrix E, are odd numbers lying in [1-255], we get the decryption key 

bunch matrix D in the form 

  D = [ ijd ], i=1 to n, j=1 to n,                            (2.5) 

where ije  and ijd  are governed by the relation  

( ije × ijd ) mod 256 = 1                                  (2.6) 

Here, it is to be noted that ijd  also turn out to be odd numbers in [1-255].  

The basic equations governing the encryption and the decryption are given by  

   P = (KP) mod 256,                                (2.7) 

    P = [ ije × ijp ] mod 256, i=1 to n, j = 1 to n,                      (2.8) 

 P = Permute(P),                                 (2.9) 

 C = P,                                        (2.10) 

 and 

      C = IPermute(C),                                     (2.11) 

      C=[ ijc ]=[ ijd × ijc ] mod 256, i=1 to n, j=1 to n                         (2.12) 

      C = ,256mod)( 1CK                                   (2.13) 

    P = C.                                            (2.14) 

 

 The details of the function Permute() and the function IPermute(), the reverse process of the Permute(), are 

given later.  The flowcharts representing this process are given in Figs. 1 and 2. 

 

The corresponding algorithms for the encryption and the decryption are as follows. 

 

Algorithm for Encryption 

1. Read P,E,K,n,r 

2. For k = 1 to r do 

 { 

3.  P = KP mod 256 

4. For i=1 to n do 

 { 

5. For j=1 to n do 

 { 

6. ijp  = ( ije × ijp )  mod 256 

 } 

 } 

7. P = [ ijp ] 

8. P = Permute(P) 

 } 

9. C=P 

10.  Write(C) 

 

Algorithm for Decryption 

1. Read C,E,K,n,r 

2. D=Mult(E) 

3. K
-1

 = Inv(K) 

4. For k = 1 to r do 

 { 

5. C=IPermute(C) 

6. For i =1 to n do 
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 { 

7. For j=1 to n do 

 { 

8. ijc = ( ijd × ijc ) mod 256 

 } 

 } 

9. C = [ ijc ] 

10. C=(K
-1

C) mod 256 

 } 

11. P=C 

12. Write (P) 

 

 

 Read P,E,K,n,r 

For k=1 to r 

P = KP mod 256 

For i=1 to n 

For j=1 to n 

 ijp = ( ijij pe   ) mod 256     

P = [ ijp  ] 

P= Permute(P) 

C=P 

Write (C) 

Fig.1 Flowchart for Encryption 

For k = 1 to r 

 

Read C,E,K,n,r 

D = Mult(E) 

K
-1

=Inv(K) 

C = IPermute(C) 

For j=1 to n 

 

For i=1 to n 

 

ijc = ( ijd × ijc ) mod 256 

C = (K
-1

C) mod 256 

 

C = [ ijc ] 

 

Write (P) 

P =C 

 

Fig.2. Flowchart for Decryption 
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In this analysis, r denotes the number of rounds carried out in the iteration process. Here we take r=16. 

The process of permutation, embedded in the function Permute(), is explained below.  Let P=[ ijp ], i=1 to n, j=1 

to n, be the plaintext matrix in any round of the iteration process. On writing each element in terms of binary bits, 

in a row-wise manner, we get a matrix of size n8n. Then we offer a right circular rotation to the first row and a 

downward circular rotation to the first column. On assuming that, n is divisible by 8, the afore -mentioned matrix 

can be viewed as (n
2
/8) sub-matrices, where each sub-matrix is a square matrix of size 8. Now, we focus our 

attention on each sub-matrix, and partition this into four sub-matrices, wherein each one is a square matrix of size 

4, by dividing horizontally and vertically. Then, on permuting the 4x4 sub-matrices by swapping them along the 

diagonals, they occupy new positions. Now, we convert the binary bits of the afore -mentioned matrix into 

decimal numbers, by taking the binary bits in a column-wise manner, and writing the decimal numbers in a row-

wise manner. We get the ultimate permuted form. The function IPermute() is having the reverse process of the 

function Permute(). The function Inv() yields the modular arithmetic inverse of the key matrix K. The function 

Mult() is used to obtain the decryption key bunch matrix D for the given encryption key bunch matrix E. For a 

detailed discussion of these function , we may refer to [1]. 

3.   ILLUSTRATION OF THE CIPHER AND THE AVALANCHE EFFECT 
Consider the plaintext given below. 

Respected Madam! If we stop tobacco production immediately at one stroke, several lakhs of farmers and 

coolies, who are dependant on this production, will loose their livelihood. This may even to lead their death. 

Tobacco is not only used for cigarettes and gutka, but it is also utilized in pharmacy companies and research 

centers for the production of medicines. The State Government is getting an amount of twenty thousand crores 

profit (as tax) on the tobacco production. If prohibition of tobacco is implemented, there is a danger that many 

farmers might fall on the road without any agricultural activity, which fetches money to them. Thus, reducing 

tobacco production on a world-wide basis must be planned. The World Health Organization is contemplating 

this issue in a serious manner. They want to conduct a conference. In this conference, the opinion of the 

farmers, who are producing tobacco, must also be taken into account. In order to send some tobacco farmers 

from the village level to this sort of conferences, we must get pressure on the administration. After having such 

a sort of attempt, we will let you know what is to be done by the Centre, in what way we have to proceed in this 

direction. Thanking You.                                          

      (3.1) 

We focus our attention on the first 16 characters. Thus we have  

Respected Madam!                                    (3.2) 

On using the EBCDIC code, the plaintext (3.2) can be written in the form 





















79 148129132 

12921264 132 

133163131133 

151162133217

P
                               (3.3) 

Let us take a key matrix K and the key bunch matrix E in the form 





















90 20512639  

12160 14629  

19915 13 24  

12 101181102

K
                             (3.4) 

and 





















41235155187

39205195221

491099967

235192347

E
                            (3.5) 

On using the concept of the multiplicative inverse, mentioned in section 2, we get  





















25195147115

1515235117

20910175107

19527167207

D
                            (3.6) 
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Now, on using the P, the K, and the E, given by (3.3)-(3.5), and applying the encryption algorithm, we get the 

ciphertext C in the form 





















56 16016 94  

138216152143 

15022 83 214 

14780 23 89

C
                            (3.7) 

On using the C, the D, and the K, given by (3.7), (3.6) and (3.4), and employing the decryption algorithm, we 

get back the original plaintext P, given by (3.3).This shows that the algorithm is perfect.Let us now study the 

avalanche effect. On replacing the 3rd row 1st column element 132 of the plaintext P, given by (3.3), by 164, we 

get a one binary bit change in the plaintext. On using this modified plaintext, the K, the E, and the encryption 

algorithm, we obtain the corresponding ciphertext C in the form 





















14912576 195 

12824 66 71  

45 65 157255 

22 131232114

C
                             (3.8) 

On comparing (3.7) and (3.8), after putting them in their binary form, we find that these two ciphertexts differ by 

71 bits out of 128 bits.Let us now consider a one binary bit change in the key matrix K. To achieve this one, we 

change the 4th row 3rd column element from 205 to 204. On using this modified K, the plaintext P, the encryption 

key bunch matrix E, and the encryption algorithm, given in section 2, we get the corresponding ciphertext C in the 

form 





















79 148129132 

12921264 132 

133163131133 

151162133217

C
                             (3.9) 

On converting (3.9) into its binary form, and comparing the resulting matrix with the ciphertext matrix C, given 

in (3.7), after putting it in its binary form, we find that these two ciphertexts differ by 71 bits out of 128 bits. 

From the above discussion, we conclude that the cipher is a potential one. 

 

4.   CRYPTANALYSIS  
In information security, the study of cryptanalysis occupies a very important position. This ensures the 

strength of a cipher. The different types of cryptanalysis attacks available in the literature of the cryptography 

are 

1. Ciphertext only attack (Brute force attack), 

2. Known plaintext attack, 

3. Chosen plaintext attack, and 

4. Chosen ciphertext attack. 

The analytical study of the first two attacks, ascertains the strength of a cipher. A cipher is generally designed 

[5] so that it sustains the first two attacks. However, one has to check the strength of the cipher in respect of the 

latter two attacks also. However, these two attacks are studied on the basis of intuitive ideas.Let us analyze the 

brute force attack. Here, we are having the key matrix K of size nxn and the encryption key bunch matrix E, which 

is also of the same size and containing the odd numbers lying in [1-255]. Thus, the size of the key space is  

     
22 78 22 nn  =     2

22
2 5.45.135.11015 101022 nnnn                    (4.1) 

On assuming that, the time required for the computation of the cipher with one key matrix and one key bunch 

matrix in the key space is 
710

seconds, then the time needed for the execution of the cipher with all possible 

keys in the key space is  

.1012.3
606024365

1010 155.4
75.4

2

2

yearsn
n







                        (4.2) 

As we have taken n=4, the above time assumes the form 3.12 x 10
57

 years. As the time span required here is 

typically large, it is simply impossible to break the cipher by the brute force attack.Let us now consider the 

known plaintext attack. In this case, we know as many pairs of plaintext and ciphertext, as we require for carrying 

out the analysis. If we confine our analysis only to one round of the iteration process (r=1), then the basic 

equations governing the cipher are 

 P = (KP) mod 256,                                (4.3) 
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  P = [ ije × ijp ] mod 256, i=1 to n, j = 1 to n,                        (4.4) 

P= Permute(P),                                  (4.5) 

and 

 C = P.                                     (4.6) 

Here, the C on the left hand side of the equation (4.6) is known to us. Thus we can have the P occu rring on the 

left hand side of (4.5). On using this P and IPermute(), we can obtain the P on the right hand side of (4.5), which is 

the same as the P on the left hand side of (4.4). Though P on the right hand side of (4.3) is known to us, we 

cannot proceed further and hence this cipher cannot be broken by the known plaintext attack, even when r=1. In 

this analysis, as we have taken r=16, we can emphatically say that we cannot break this cipher by the known 

plaintext attack.In view of the complexity of the equations, governing the encryption process of this cipher, on 

account of the presence of the mod operation and the permutation, it is not at all possible either to choose a 

plaintext or to choose a ciphertext for breaking this cipher, even by adopting all intuitive ideas.  

In the light of the above discussion, we conclude that this cipher is a strong one.  

 

5. COMPUTATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS  
In the present investigation, we have devoted our attention to the development of a block cipher, which 

includes a key matrix and a key bunch matrix, in the process of the encryption. Correspondingly, we have made 

use of the modular arithmetic inverse of the key matrix and the decryption key bunch matrix in the process of the 

decryption. The cryptanalysis carried out in this investigation, clearly shows that this cipher is a strong one, and 

it cannot be broken by any cryptanalytic attack.The programs required in this analysis are developed in Java.The 

plaintext, given by (3.1), containing 1225 characters, is divided into 77 blocks, wherein each block is containing 16 

characters. In the last block, we have added 7 zeroes as characters so that it becomes a complete block.On using 

the entire plaintext (3.1), the key matrix K, the encryption key bunch matrix E, and the algorithm for the 

encryption, given in section 2, we get the corresponding ciphertext. Thus we have the same in (5.1) 

In this cipher, as the key matrix K and the encryption key bunch matrix E are used for multiplying the plaintext, 

in each round of the iteration process, and permutation is used for shuffling the plaintext in a thorough manner, 

we have created diffusion and confusion in a significant manner so that the cipher becomes exceedingly strong. 

The cryptanalysis carried out in this investigation exhibits the strength of the cipher in a remarkable manner. 

It may be noted here that his cipher can be extended for a key K and encryption key bunch matrix E of very 

large size, say 16x16, and then this analysis can be applied very conveniently for encryption of images. 
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251208229171232216251011553413110422016429

2479319315670321611603847160121191151134130

3174213279717292315831102001892258832

6724686247119162220841984119918739218216

29158543043219223124239191150201131220189

12021888157165109922361087815342177240218247

291783310367115172541676011818063108127118

21054461372471767924815171751762121596290

2132552011385712139130249116221755368556

231871245210911023324111071765761022446

1591372012211852019159445511251133167234128

4418938821492132241301712411916813316311658

1024358926123511647242192511472534017446

941562228019115616613162102175244198773411

10490244125102174229658419715389591269060

232115253151837723732190120113235150123118

232157232160102115511282021633114711940185186

250172119461186552292322332366924811456163

99249372252127120771011021621141941097206

24224698223103152149169572723418314020625584

1002231072002413621524715954139297319238193

1912914413013813371291613320196243232121118

12486118197231252212862331226875170105191250

227824825544190132185731317112114178168252

6920110020917922219314411368213264190139

10132384918015461781717410183121831571

19236193144239866219831862112091445449101

146139488163099225170123158185131231145240

1621881191124516313674202711953745190213

18253249183179147160236233573825215710518151

2015117023276165218648617810512282382115

11213066554131711952311791351502352610732

15021062107242222517016814211293858221717

142680162247131651972246229231240355155

23810787142224163146193921425026133169243198

79732011285386425422986234111794280195

6370103221743999127213192225222330146

9628213761625811619551251471141209638244

311261202201788311517148363043142192190

2421422162450118649541897922251971194

178175120881532244068382028294226142243132

13924716716317220514712175134253190188255134

3610815158541742188856213166871945221926

79118231878912247132153126229633119283103

2022384019864198164150103679102254973247

12716612629806912516094130932403322911096

142372161041502171611411361121011421202184950

5616016941382161521431502283214147802389

 

                                           

                                      (contd.) 
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811621896419014721422061362359616817512252

191574210470271045313915129982371706783

158411833711399562395342811561317413566

462102461341010820293155412257620313013135

244157181981173320421311586142114159168228138

1401512569481721111631061511281985121610735

1221210614839956058191202238142561449973

77175758669873011223512717399342035

1811842357989017216413721721011718517518776

1671355818124222213621211231120530149773

2078817016124554221194194191193336311911741

1854315610737671568812020523326104151173179

17210169131106814112824310522398855369228

196351581991122110815928651148924717041210

13318881262308917523711611923091231598189

129234190132259424228106112219197233110221195

9119167234135718745651592235248168721

110183155152107167495118021911420022120437217

20783132158153121127137611222341574222415955

28160952481062019216135156923318418376203

23115213010396128194110258612619622112713545

255107165123150371751001151724614122129164239

39105555011415453221170104291311031595

20381613219453232216891161049916810718943

1381651501242502431121546140210128254325239

281401018824422290248171942322410923833

2042304782163244223129782251699419913110039

71021207815822972384815177325316125356

181961819825419224113768124775168193162218

 (5.1)
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